would deny, the general picture as to the circumstances and significance of the Portuguese settlement in the Spanish Indies in the seventeenth century remains unsatisfyingly vague and ill-defined. This present essay, based partly on manuscript sources preserved in Mexico and Spain, attempts to delineate in a little more detail than has been done in the past the extent and nature of the Portuguese presence in New Spain in the seventeenth century and especially the half-century 1600-50.
The tension between the Castilian and Portuguese communities that arose in the wake of the Portuguese secession and the political confrontation between the residing viceroy of Mexico, the Duque de Escalona, and the visitador-general, Don Juan de Palafox, bishop of Puebla, over the presence of the Portuguese in Mexico, developed only gradually. Escalona was informed of the revolution in Lisbon by a cédula from Madrid of 7 January 1641 and was instructed to carry out certain precautionary measures though it was established at the same time, as a general principle, that the Spanish government had no intention of expelling from the Spanish colonies those of its Portuguese subjects that had "composed" with the authorities and who gave no special reason for their loyalty to the Spanish crown to be questioned. No more Portuguese were to be admitted into Mexico. Recent Portuguese arrivals were to be carefully questioned and their papers and letters investigated. Portuguese ships were, from then on, prohibited from Mexican as from other Spanish-American ports. Otherwise Escalona was urged to maintain maximum vigilance and it was left to his discretion to decide whether or not more drastic action such as the forced transfer of all Portuguese residing in Veracruz and other ports twenty leagues inland should be taken. And that was all. It was only, it appears from copies of the letters exchanged by Escalona and Palafox on the subject of the Mexican Portuguese preserved in the Mexican Inquisition files in the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico City, in the autumn of 1641, nearly a year after Y asi es sumamente necesario para el comercio y para la seguridad, tener las costas de entrambos mares limpias de este genero de gente y apartarlos de las minas; porgue son tan sutiles en adelantar el caudal, como en sustentar sus correspondencias con Holanda y Lisboa, que es el centro unico a donde tiran sus lineas, aborreciendo a nuestra fe la mayor parte de ellos, como hebreos, y a nosotros, como Portugueses.' <) A(rdiivo) G(eneral) (de) (la) N(ación), (Mexico City), (ramo) (de) Inq (uisición), vol. 489, ff. 97-98. the Lisbon coup d'état, that the Portuguese question became a serious issue in the Mexican administration. This was principally owing to the perculation into Mexico through the summer and autumn of 1641 of reports of fresh Portuguese risings, the revolt of Madeira and Brazil against Spanish authority, wild rumours telling of the slaughter of three thousand Castilians in Brazil, and wildly exaggerated reports of the so-called Portuguese conspiracy at Cartagena, the relatively nearby Spanish stronghold in the Caribbean ^ According to Palafox, by the autumn of 1641, New Spain was confronted by a real danger of Portuguese subversion for the Portuguese were numerous in the viceroyalty, wealthy, fired by the example of their compatriots in Brazil and Cartagena, well-known for their finesse and subtlety in all illicit and secret dealings, "... y están llenos de esclavos y otros dependientes y finalmente no solo en esta ciudad sino en la tierra adentro tienen todo el poder que basta para haier embarazo a la seguridad de estos reynos ..Palafox also mentioned reports that the Mexican Portuguese were stockpiling firearms and ammunition and spoke of the fears of the Castilian population. "Los vezinos castellanos de esta ciudad", he assured the viceroy, "me dicen a cada passo que andan muy recelossos de los Portugueses"
The apprehension of the Castilians was by no means denied by Escalona in his reply to Palafox and the fact that there was a rise in tension between the Castilians and Portuguese in Mexico in 1641 is independently attested by an Inquisition report of late 1641®, so that there is no reason to doubt the fact itself. Professor W. Borah, in a recent article, has spoken of the "apprehension and hysteria that arose in Mexico upon the news of the revolt of 1640" However, Escalona's claim that Palafox was seriously exaggerating the degrefeof the apprehension in Mexico and his observation that fairly numerous and wealthy tough the Portuguese were in Mexico they were considerably more so in the viceroyalty of Peru, so that if there was as yet little sign of Portuguese subversion in Peru there was little β) AGN, Inq., vol. 489. ff. 85-88. Palafox to Escalona, 20 Nov. 1641 . «) Ibid., f. 85. η Ibid., f. 88. 8) AGN, Inq., vol. 489, . ·) W. В о r a h , The Portuguese of Tulancingo and the Special Donativo of 1642-43, in: Jahrbuch für Gesdiidite von Staat, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft Lateinamerikas, vol. IV (1967), pp. 386-98, 394. reason to expect any in Mexico, deserves careful consideration It is clear that Escalona and Palafox were already on bad terms, irrespective of the Portuguese question, over disputes arising from Palafox's visita and also certain ecclesiastical matters so that there is good reason to suspect that Palafox was deliberately exaggerating in his assessment of the Portuguese threat In order to lend force to his reports to Madrid that Escalona was not doing enough to guarantee the security of the viceroyalty and his reminder that Escalona's dead wife had been a relative of the new rebel king of Portugal, Joao IV Palafox's purpose, it may be suggested, was to undermine confidence in Escalona in Madrid, for reasons that for the most part were unconnected with the Portuguese, and if this was his purpose, then he was soon to be triumphantly successful. Moreover, the possibility that Palafox was indeed wilfully, or at any rate considerably, exaggerating is further suggested by the meagreness of independent evidence indicating that there was a major build-up of tension apart from the already mentioned and rather subdued, even hesitant, report of the Inquisition and a number of testimonies from witnesses specifically collected on Palafox's orders i®. Professor Borah supplies no evidence with which to support his use of the term "hysteria".
But if the Portuguese-Castilian tension in Mexico in 1641-2 was in fact more of a pretext for political action by Palafox than a real threat describing which one could justifiably use the term "hysteria", the pretext was undeniably well-chosen. Escalona himself had significant Portuguese connections; he belonged to an aristocratic family of Jewish origin he had appointed several Portuguese Cristiâos novo% such as the judaizing Captain Sebastián Váez de Acevedo, proveedor-general of the Armada of Barlovento, to positions of responsibility in Mexico^®, and in general appears to have shown a tolerance to persons of Jewish descent and connections in the spirit of that of Philip IV's chief minister, the Conde-duque de Olivares. It is also noteworthy that there was no significant Inquisition drive against the Portuguese crypto-Jews in Mexico until after the remova! of Escalona, largely owing to Palafox's representations to Madrid, in June 1642^®. Furthermore, even accepting the viceroy's point that the Portuguese were less strong in New Spain than Tierra Firme, the fact remains that they were a comparatively newly-entrenched and increasingly important group in New Spain too. "Without doubt the wealth and numbers of the Mexican Portuguese were substantial enough to serve as a convincing, aptly-selected, pretext.
Professor Borah, in the article cited above, has suggested that the Portuguese immigration into Mexico between 1580 and 1640 was significantly larger than historians have tended to assume. Citing evidence relating to the raising of the special donative of 1642-3 in the district of Tulancingo, a mainly Indian district to the east of Pachuca with only a small upper stratum of European settlers, he found that there were in 1643 nine adult male Portuguese in the area. "Unfortunately", wrote Professor Borah, "there are no counts (of the total white population of the district) available, but one may guess that the Portuguese were from 10% to 15®/o of the adult male (white) population" Tulancingo, of course, represents too small an area and too small a sample of the white population to have much statistical significance in itself, but if one considers in relation to it available evidence^® for the neighbouring districts of the alcaldía mayor of Pachuca and the corregimiento of Huaudiinango, whidi Professor Borah surprisingly omitted to mention, then a somewhat more significant picture begins to emerge. In the silver-mining 18) Gregorio Martín de Guijo, Diario, 1648 -1664 (2 vols. Mexico, 1952 town of Pachuca itself, in the year 1609, there were one hundred European families of which eight were non-Spanish, one being Genoese and seven Portuguese; this is to say that the Portuguese already constituted roughly TVo of the white population of Pachuca only a few years after the large-scale emigration from Portugal, which began early in the reign of Philip III, had commenced. Almost beyond doubt, the proportion by 1640 was significantly greater; indeed lO^/o, possibly even 15®/o can reasonably be accounted a conservative estimate. However, taking the white population of the alcaldía mayor of Pachuca as a whole, including that is Pachuca's three smaller satellite mining settlements, the Portuguese constituted 5®/o of the white population in 1609, indeed a reasonable basis for proposing 10®/o by 1640. At Huauchinango, a predominantly Indian town situated some forty-five miles east of Pachuca, beyond the corregimiento of Tulancingo, there were thirty-two European men, women, and children in the year 1609i® of whom eight were Portuguese -seven belonging to one family -thus placing the Portuguese at 25^/o of the total. Of course, Huauchinango, like Tulancingo, represents too small a sample to be of any real significance in itself, but with Tulancingo it does underscore the very important information about Pachuca by demonstrating that even in remote districts, further into the interior than such important centres as Pachuca, the Portuguese formed a large minority even at a very early date in the century.
Pachuca, Tulancingo, and Huauchinango are of course neighbouring districts situated in a particular geographical zone to the north-east of Mexico City. The possibility must be reckoned with that there was, for whatever reason, more Portuguese settlement in this region than elsewhere in Mexico. At any rate, without further evidence, there is not sufficient reason to suppose that the Portuguese formed a minority of comparable size to that of Pachuca and its hinterland in the rest of New Spain. Bishop Mota y Escobar's reference to Portuguese in Zacatecas is unfortunately of little help in this regard^. His statement that in a total white population of approximately 1200 there were, to his knowledge, some ten or twelve (adult ιβ) Ibid., pp. 123^. 20) Alonso de la Mota y Escobar, Descripción geográfica de los reynos de Nueva Galicia, Nueva Vizcaya, y Nuevo León (Guadalajara, Jalisco, 1966), pp. 65-6. male?) Portuguese and Italians refers to the year 1602, that is to the period immediately preceding the mass emigration from Portugal, and in any case fails to tell us how many of the twelve foreigners mentioned were Portuguese. However, of very considerable value for adding to the evidence of the Pachuca-Tulancingo-Huaudiinango area is the information conveyed in a report of Viceroy Escalona to the
Consejo de Indias in Madrid of 30 December 1641
This report mentions a register of the Portuguese community in Mexico City, supplied by the corregidor of the capital to the viceroy and drawn up in response to a printed edict issued by the viceroy a week after his exchange of letters with Bishop Palafox, an edict dated 27 November 1641 ^^ ordering all Portuguese, and all Creole sons of Portuguese, in Mexico City, to register with the corregidoras deputies and to surrender all firearms in their possession within three days. Four hundred and nineteen Portuguese and Mexican-born adult sons of Portuguese were listed as a result and sixteen guns delivered up. Four hundred and nineteen Portuguese vecinos would indicate, if one accepts Diez de la Calle's estimate of 8000 white vecinos for the total in Mexico City in the mid 1640' s®®, a Portuguese proportion amounting to a little over 5®/o of the white population of the capital; should it also be thought that it is unlikely, in view of the bad odour in which the Portuguese then found themselves, that quite all the Portuguese in the city did register, that some failed to do so, then one may well be inclined to accept, in the light of Escalona's information, 6®/o or 7Vo as a reasonable estimate. In any case, the statistic 419 is a notable one for it is a positive indication of the size of the Portuguese minority in what was the largest city in New Spain and indeed probably in the Americas and, counting women and children, suggests a total populaçâo lusitana of roughly 1000 to 1500. Although the Portuguese consequently formed a much smaller proportion of the total white population of Mexico City than of Buenos Aires at this time, it is a highly significant fact that measured in absolute terms the Porsi) AGI, México, leg. 4, ramo 6, exp. 306, ff. 4-6 v., Escalona to Consejo, 30 Dec. 1641.
AGI, México, leg. 4, ramo 6, exp. 305. The same order was apparently sent out to the corregidores for general implementation throughout New Spain, see also AGN, ramo de civil, vol. 76, exp. 3. 23) Juan Diez de la Calle, Memorial y Noticias sacras y reaies del Imperio de las Indias Occidentales (1 st edn. Madrid, 1646), f. 43 v.
tuguese community of the capital of New Spain was no less than four times that of that celebrated centre of Portuguese settlement on the River Plate Ч
In the light of the information pertaining to Mexico City, it seems possible to propose with some assurance that although Portuguese minorities in excess of lO''/ο of the total white population, such as that of Pachuca, were perhaps exceptional, Portuguese minorities in the region of 6®/e were the norm throughout the viceroyalty. Nevertheless, there is good reason to postulate that among the exceptions, to be classed with Pachuca, were some of the most important centres in New Spain. In Veracruz, described by Palafox in his above-mentioned letter to Escanlona as "la Have principal de estos reynos", there were in 1641, according to the bishop, "hay mas portugueses que castellanos". This is surely a wild exaggeration. But there seems little doubt, in view of the numerous contemporary references to the activities of the Portuguese in the port, that the proportion was very high indeed. The Portuguese judaizantes alone, residents of Veracruz, tried by the Mexican Inquisition for judaizing in the decades 1620-1650, included twenty-four adult males which indicates, if one employs Diez de la Calle's estimate of over 500 vecinos for Veracruz" in the 1640's®, that the Portuguese crypto-Jews even without the rest of the Cristâos novas let alone the Cristâos velhos, constituted 4®/o of the total white population of the city. Guadalajara, capital of New Galicia and a major trading centre in western Mexico, was the third largest centre of crypto-Judaism in seventeenth-century in Mexico, after Mexico City and Veracruz, seventeen adult male Portuguese judaizers being arrested by the Inquisition between 1620 and 1650, a figure again constituting perhaps 4®/o of the total. Almost beyond doubt, both Veracruz and Guadalajara had Portuguese minorities in the region of 10"/o or more of their total white population.
The Portuguese, including the crypto-Jews, were indeed active in Zacatecas, San Luis Potosí, Pachuca, and other centres, but apparently not to any greater extent than they were active in the rest of the country and possibly less. It is true that the lists of 1619 and 1625, excluding as they do Portuguese composed in Zacatecas and the silver towns beyond since those towns were situated in New Galicia and New Vizcaya, give a distorted picture; nevertheless, in view of the fact that San Luis Potosí, the second most important silver-mining centre after Zacatecas and other leading silver towns such as Pachuca, Guanajuato, and Xichú, fell within the boundaries of the four provinces, it is surely significant that only twelve of the 171 of the Portuguese compuestos of 1617-19, and seven of the 51 compuestos of 1625, were vecinos of silver towns. Of nearly 200 Portuguese judaizantes, men and women, arrested by the Inquisition for judaizing in Mexico between 1620 and 1650, and this time Zacatecas and the northern towns do enter the calculation, a mere 12®/o resided in the silvermining towns.
Of the 171 Portuguese males listed in 1619, besides the twelve from the silver towns, only a further forcy-five or so lived in the other main towns of inner Mexico -Mexico City, Puebla, Oaxaca, and Veracruz. Exactly two-thirds of the Portuguese "composed" by Viceroy Guadalcázar farmed, traded, and dwelt in the countryside and small towns mainly of the Bajío, Oaxaca, and the fertile Tlaxcala-Atlixco-Tecamachalco triangle. Of the fifty-one Portuguese compuestos listed in 1625, besides the seven in the silver towns, only a further twelve lived in the capital or the main towns j thirty-two dwelt in the countryside and the smaller centres. The Portuguese crypto-Jews, on the other hand, were distributed in a quite different way and were much more concentrated. In their vast majority, they lived in three main centres -Mexico City, Veracruz, and Guadalajara. This difference would appear to correspond to a fundamental difference of social structure as between the non-Jewish and the Jewish groups (the latter being defined as the crypto-Jews and nonjudaizing conversos together). In the main, it may be fairly said, the Old Christian Portuguese who settled in Mexico came from a peasant, artisan, and small-trading background and, on settling in New Spain, tended to live by farming, craft skills, and small-town trading or else in the arid, undeveloped, frontier areas of the far north as soldiers, explorers, and small-traders®". The Cristaos novos, on the other hand, who were, contrary to the belief of Palafox and numerous of his contemporaries, almost certainly the smaller group, were predominantly from a non-artisan urban background -most of the Portuguese crypto-Jews in seventheenth-century Mexico had been born in Lisbon, Seville (of Portuguese parents), and Castelobrancoand naturally gravitated towards the Mexican commercial rather than silver-mining cities and the ports.
The register of 1619, besides giving an idea of the distribution of the Portuguese community does also throw some welcome light on its occupation-structure. Many of the settlers, as has been said, were farmers, ranchers, and soldiers; a considerable group, usually resident in the smaller towns, made its living by transporting crops and goods by trains of packmules. Perhaps more striking though, is the large number of artisans listed, resident bpth in the small towns and the large cities, especially cobblers, barbers, carpinters, dyers, and leather workers. At the bottom of the social-scale, there was a small group of Portuguese married to Indian women -a sure sign of poverty and lowly station in Mexican Colonial life -and near destitute vagabonds, such as the young, unmarried, Francisco Ledo who was in Huaudiinango in 1609, men of no fixed occupation; to this group, though not included in the lists of compuestos, might be added the community of half-Portuguese mulatos and mestizos representatives of whidi, including a Portuguese morisco born in the Portuguese colony of Tangier accused of engaging in sorcery, are sometimes to be encountered in the Inquisition files. Further up the scale, some of the Portuguese artisans in Mexico were highly skilled men. When Viceroy Gelves (1621-4), the most intolerant of the seventeenth-century viceroys regarding the Portuguese, launched his great drive to expel the Portuguese from the silver-mining towns®', the corregidor of San Luis Potosí entered an urgent though fruitless request for two Portuguese bellows-makers of San Luis to be exempted on the grounds that they were irreplaceable. During Gelves' term of office, the number of Portuguese vagrants in Mexico City, enormously swelled by the addition of those, including artisans and entrepreneurs, who had been driven from the silver towns, were among the most unruly and combustible elements in the capital and it is clear that the Portuguese played a conspicuous role, and were one of the first groups to become involved, in the insurrection in Mexico City of 15 January 1624 which resulted in the sacking of the viceregal palace and the residences of a number of officials and the overthrow of Gelves
The Portuguese Jews however, though falling into three quite distinct categories'® -firstly, the judaizantes; secondly, those who though they were non-judaizing Cristäos novos were unable for various reasons to escape effective inclusion in the New Christian caste in Mexican society; and thirdly, effectively assimilated Cristaos novos -had a quite different occupation-structure. The judaizantes showed a strong tendency to gravitate, in their socio-economic as well as religious relations, around the handfull of big Jewish capitalists and import-export merchants men like Simón Váez Sevilla and Matías Rodríguez de Olivera in Mexico City and that remarkable slave-factor, textile importer, and general contrabandist of Veracruz, Don Francisco de Tejoso®^; the judaizantes, dealing in expensive cloths, silks, slaves, cacao, and other merchandise, were mainly bigcity subsidiaries and retailers working for those few of their number who had made large fortunes. Slaving, it is worth mentioning, was engaged in by Jewish entrepreneurs usually only initially, in order to gain entry into Mexico and a financial foothold; many of the leaders of the Mexican community had come to the New World via Angola and built up from small beginnings; subsequently, there was a marked tendency to switch from slaves to textiles"®. The non-judaizing Cristâos novosj it is safe to say, similarly tended to follow the various non-artisan urban pursuits in which they had specialized in Portugal, Spain, and in several cases Italy and France: that is to say they entered commerce and the professions. It was largely because of this striking difference in the occupation-structure and social location as between Cristaos velhos and Cristâos novos, it may be suggested, that the latter group, though almost certainly the minority, loomed so large in seventeenth-century Spanish-American minds.
The Portuguese conversos who were non-judaizing but whose Jewishness nevertheless impinged strongly on their careers, are in some respects the most interesting of the three Jewish categories. As so often with Jews in history, a great deal is missed if one fixes one's attention only on those who were, or who tried to be, observant Jews. In Spanish and Portuguese society, Jewishness as well as being associated with Judaism was also something quite apart, a social caste or racial category defined by the limpieza de sanare concept, statutes, and certificates, a fact which exerted a powerful influence over the lives of many Cristâos novos who felt no particular allegiance to Judaism. Men like the Bachiller Don Bernardo Guerrero, a lawyer attached to the audiencia of Mexico who had changed his surname, whose father had been reconciled for judaizing by the Peruvian Inquisition, who became involved in Bishop Palafox's struggle with the Mexican Inquisitors in 1647 and was arrested for uttering an angry outburst about the Inquisition and saying of Viceroy Salvatierra, Archbishop Mañozca, and the Inquisitors 'son todos muy lindos ladrones"
were not judaizantes but figured prominantly in the social and psychological tension between the Old and New Christian groupings in seventeenth-century Mexican society. Among the instances of this type that might be cited, one of the most important was Bishop Palafox's political secretary, Melchor Juárez, an eminent figure in Mexican politics in the 1640's who played a leading role in the legal process of Palafox's visita, heading investigations into the Í5) AGN, Inq., vol. 399, doc. 12; vol, 395, doc 3 "proceso contra Meldiior Rodriguez López"; vol. 409, ав) AGN, Inq., vol. 429, conduct of various corregidores and other royal officers and remaining one of Pakfox's chief aides during the latter's brief term as viceroy (June-October, 1642) and subsequently. He was commonly held to be Portuguese though Pakfox himself denied that he was Portuguese and referred to him as a native of Badajoz he was probably born in Badajoz of Portuguese parents. After the Inquisition launched its great drive against the judaizantes in the summer of 1642, Juárez name cropped up repeatedly in connection with various of the judaizers. The Mexican Inquisition reported to the Suprema in Madrid that although there was no evidence of judaizing in Juárez' case, it was clear that he was closely linked socially with Portuguese Jews and had stayed for a period with a group of them, had had sexual relations over a period with one of the Portuguese-Jewish women arrested in 1642, and that it understood that several of Juárez' relatives in the peninsula had been taken for judaizing by the Inquisition of Llerena, including his brother. The Inquisition spoke of him, on these grounds alone, as "un ministro traydor" and asked what prospect there was of having him removed from his position of power and responsibility^. Juárez' career was not however cut short. When Bishop Pakfox was no longer able to protect him, owing to the vicissitudes of Mexican politics in the 1640's Juárez seems to have betrayed his former patron, possibly being blackmailed by the Inquisition, and to have become secretary to none other than Pakfox's fiercest opponent. Archbishop Mañozca, visitador of the Mexican Inquisition.
As a rule, it may be said that those Portuguese that successfully penetrated into the upper reaches of Mexican society in the seventeen th-century were either observant or else non-observant Jews. Research has shown that he leading Portuguese mentioned in Pakfox's papers in connection with the Portuguese-Castilian tension of 1641/ 1642 were, apprently without a single exception, -though this was not known at the time -of Jewish background Sebastián Váez de 37) ADI, Palafox papers, vol. 64, ff. 225-6. ») AGN, Inq., vol. 416, ff. 427-v., 466. 89) See the "Ynformacion fecha con ocasion de las Nuebas que binieron de Castilla de Levantimiento de Portugal, de la provencion que iban haciendo los portugueses desta Nueva España y de lo que se ha averiguado en esta razón*. ADI, Palafox papers, vol. 65, Acevedo, the proveedor-general of the Armada of Barlovento, holds a prominent place on the list: 'tiene lugar", we are told, "entre los ricos de primera classe, llego a la mayor opulencia con el trato de los negros que rescatava de Angola y otras partes de Africa asi como Simon Vaez Sevilla, Antonio Menden Chilon, y otros... y despues la dexaron ocupándose en otros gruesos tratos". Antonio Váez de Acevedo, a brother of Sebastián, commanded an infantry detachment in Mexico City and held other offices, subsequently becoming alcalde mayor of Pampanga in the Philippines before being seized by the Inquisition as a judaizante. Matías Rodríguez de Olivera is described as a Portuguese and "hombre opulento con mucha estimación en toda la ciudad, agasajavanle los virreyes; comunicava con las personas mas nobles y lucidos con méritos de rico solamente". Simón Montero, another on Palafox's list of leading Portuguese, later turned out to be a Jew of Castelobranco, who had spent some time in the ghettos of Rome, Livorno, and Pisa before making his way to New Spain to make his fortune. Francisco de Tejoso, though estimated on Palafox's list to be worth a mere 70 ООО pesos, is mentioned, as he had been on a special audiencia report on smuggling drawn up in 1621, as a leading merchant and personality of Veracruz from being curiously vague, is quite possibly the only document in the Portuguese language to be found in all the records of the Mexico City council Another Portuguese personality of some eminence in New Spain was Fray Pedro de Santa Maria, an Augustinian friar sent from Rome to serve, much to the displeasure of his brethren, as Provincial of the troubled Augustinian province of Michoacán in the years 1629-34; it had been hoped, vainly as it turned out, that a Portuguese would succeed where others had failed in reducing the bitter mutual resentment that had arisen between the Creole and peninsular friars of the province
The pre-eminence of the Jews among those Portuguese who rose into the upper reaches of Mexican society in the seventeenth century is perhaps most convincingly and readily explicable in terms of their particular socio-economic background. Old Christian Portuguese of comparable ability to Meldior Juárez, Simón Váez Sevilla, or Matías Rodríguez de Olivera would scarcely have had much reason to be in Mexico; there would have been opportunities enough for such men of talent nearer home or in the Portuguese colonies. The Cristäos velhos, the farmers and artisans who made up the bulk of t\ie populaçâo lusitana in New Spain had doubtless come to the Spanish New World in search of better opportunities too, but in their case it was mainly their rural background and lack of capital, literacy, and career expertise that had blocked their path in Portugal, not the effects of general discrimination against the converso population. The Portuguese Jews in Mexico, like the Cristäos novos generally in the Portuguese-speaking world, were essentially bourgeois in character, enterprising and 42) Actu de Cabildo de la Ciudad de México (54 vols. Mexico, 1889 -1916 <8) Diego Basalenque, Historia de la Provincia de San Nicolas de Tolentino de Midioacan de! Orden de N.P.S. Augustin (Mexico, 1963), pp. 387-90, 398-402. literate and even where their fathers had occupied the humblest positions in Portugal, as evidently in the case of such leading figures as Simón Váez de Sevilla and the Váez de Acevedo brothers, were sufficiently adept at acquiring the social graces to gain entry to the society of viceroys, oidores, and regional governors.
It is perhaps significant in this connection that the leading members of the Portuguese-Jewish community in New Spain had widely scattered social and business connections in southern and central Spain, Peru, the Philippines, Central America, Venezuela, and, intriguingly, to a certain degree in Italy, but scarcely at all in Portugal or Brazil: to a considerable extent evidently they had broken their links with Portugal. The connections with the Philippines, Peru, and Venezuela will cause little surprise for in the specific context of Mexican commercial development in the seventeenth century, it is to be expected that the Cristâos novos played a prominent role in Pacific trade and in opening цр the new and highly successful cacao trade withi Venezuela more striking perhaps, especially in view of the traditional bias in Jewish historiography stressing the emigration of conversos from the Spanish and Portuguese speaking world in the seventeenth century, is the weight of evidence pointing to migration of Portuguese Jews from France, Holland, Marocco, and especially Italy into Spain and Spanish America during the reign of Philip III and the years of the ascendancy of the Conde-duque de Olivares. At least a score of the judaizantes of Portuguese background taken by the Mexican Inquisition between 1620 and 1650 had lived in Italy and France -particularly Livorno, Pisa, Ferrara, Bordeaux and Rouen -and other countries where Portuguese Jews were active during this period
The pressure to emigrate from Italy, it is apparent, Simón Váez Sevilla and Antonio Váez de Acevedo were plainly not the only Mexican-Portuguese Jewish entrepreneurs closely connected with the Philippines, see AGN, Inq., vol. 399, docs. 12 and 13, vol. 416, ff. 413, 539; see also vol. 430, f. 532 v. , information on Pedro de Campos a Portuguese-Jew of Caracas and exporter of cacao to Mexico.
Details of some of these links are given, in A. W i ζ η i t ζ e r, "CryptoJews in Mexico during the Seventeenth Century', in: The American Jewish Historical Quaterly, vol. 51 (1961), pp. 223, 227, 242, 243, 257 ; for others, omitted from Wiznitzer's list, see AGN, Inq., vol.489, f.384v.; vol.463, 583; vol. 378, vol. 416, vol. 431, proceso no. 3 , Julián Alvarez of Amsterdam. One interesting example is that of Diego Pérez de Albu-caused by the sharp down-turn of the Italian economy in the early seventeenth century and the deterioration in the general position of the Jews in Italy, combined with the manifold social and economic attractions of the Spanish empire in the period 1600-1640, were often more than enough to counteract fear of the Inquisition and the statutes against New Christians.
But if it is granted that the more prominent sectors of the populaçào lusitana in seventeenth-century Mexico were Jewish and that the Jewish section of the Portuguese population in Mexico had few remaining links with Portugal, the question arises as to how far this group was in fact consciously Portuguese. Plainly Palafox, like most other Spaniards of his time, tended to see the Portuguese, Jews and non-Jews, as being both deeply committed to the cause of the Portuguese restoration and militant Portuguese nationalism; Spanish inquisitors had long been suggesting that both kinds of Portuguese, Cristaos novos and Cristaos velhos, were prone to co-operate especially at the expense of Spaniards
The Mexican Inquisition, in its letter to the Suprema of September 1643 deliberating the pros and cons of expelling its Jewish reconciliados to Spain or the Philippines pointed out that 'son todos Portugueses, о descendientes dellos, у si passassen desterrados a España se podrian comunicar con los traidores de Portugal, y si a las Filipinas alli a unirse con los de la India, y ser causa de grandes daños"". However, it is equally clear that the Portuguese Cristaos velhos similarly tended to regard the Cristaos novos as political traitors deeply implicated in the Dutch successes in Brazil and other forms of subversion against Portugal®. In fact, though the matter is far from clear-cut, recent research has suggested that the prospect of religious toleration under the Dutch was much less enticing in the eyes of Brazilian Cristaos novos than is often supposed and it is important to bear in mind that the Portuguese restoration did in fact lead to important instances of Jewish participation in the Portuguese national movement including in the bitter colonial war with the Dutch While there is not a trace of evidence that the so-called complicidad grande uncovered by the Mexican Inquisition in the latter months of 1642, was, despite the confusion of certain historians, anything more than a secret, non-political, social and religious association of essentially passive nature there are a few signs that at least some of the Portuguese Jews in Mexico did sympathize to some degree with the Portuguese national movement. The fact that the New Christian background of the Portuguese conversos in Mexico was generally concealed, especially before the wave of arrests of 1642, tended to tighten the rather complex bond between the Cristaos velhos and Cristaos novos and therefore strengthen the tendency of the Portuguese in Spanish-America to seek eachothers company, though it is also true that sudden suspicion of Jewishness sometimes occasioned violent ruptures between previously close Portuguese families.
Portuguese settlement in seventeenth-century New Spain, it may be said in conclusion, was widespread, complex, and sizeable. Any notion that the Portuguese who entered the viceroyalty were mainly merchants, or mainly New Christians, or that they settled only in certain specific places such as the leading commercial centres or the silver-mining towns would, it appears, be ill-founded. Both Cristaos velhos and Cristäos novos, persons of rural and of urban background, farmers and artisans, vagrants and capitalists, were strongly represented. The Cristäos novos tended to concentrate in the main towns where their leaders, the upper stratum of the popnlaçâo lusitana in Mexico, figured prominently, if only briefly, in the most influential circles of the viceroyalty. The Cristäos velhos on the other hand, with a rather different distribution and occupation-structure were to be found in all areas from the tropical lowlands of Central America to the arid frontier regions of northern Mexico and in a wide variety of activities. Only in the royal administration and possibly among the clergy were they thinly represented. A reasonable guess would be that by 1641 the whole Portuguese community in Mexico constituted approximately 7"/o of the total white population.
Despite the very real differences between Cristäos velhos and Cristäos novos, differences of background, occupation-structure, and religious and racial attitudes, nevertheless, prior to 1642 when a large part of the Portuguese upper stratum was shown to be Jewish, the two groups were one in some degree especially with respect to their common Portuguese nationality and idiom, the Cristäos novos having a vested interest, insofar as they could not represent themselves as Castilians or Creoles, in stressing that aspect of themselves that was Portuguese. This element of unity was reflected especially sharply in the attitude toward the Portuguese of the Spaniards. The latter almost invariably bracketed the two groups of Portuguese, Jews and non-Jews, together treating them equally with a somewhat mistrustful tolerance, an attitude by which the Cristäos velhos suffered perhaps but the Cristäos novos, at least for a time, gained.
Finally, it is clear, as Viceroy Escalona emphasized, that the Portuguese immigration into Mexico in the first half of the seventeenth century was merely part of a much wider phenomenon embracing the whole of the Spanish Indies. Taken together with the Portuguese immigration into the viceroyalty of Peru, the Caribbean islands, and indeed Brazil in this period, it is evident, when the many tens of thousands involved are seen in relation to Portugal's modest popula-tion of a little more than one million, that the settlement in Mexico was part of a truly massive exodus from Portugal. In the seventeenth century, the age of the general crisis, Portugal by no means escaped the effects of economic decay and adverse changes in social structure that effected so much of Europe. But the Portuguese crisis, which apparently involved a drift from the countryside and fall in agricultural production as well as commercial difficulties was distinctive in that the demographic stagnation that attended it was the result not of population decline or lack of growth as in Germany, Spain, Poland, Italy, or the Balkans, but of massive emigration to the Americas, emigration of very mixed social composition. Thus the extensive Portuguese settlement in Mexico in the seventeenth century may be regarded as being partly a manifestation of the "General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century" both in that it reflected the drift of population from the Portuguese countryside and small towns and the flight of Portuguese entrepreneurs from a depressed Portugal, a declining Spain, and a stricken Italy. 
